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Amarioan School of Classical Studios
54 SvradifiS Straat, Athons 106 76, Groeco

Saptembar 9, 1988

Dear Mao,

I enolosa a photocopy (by Margie's invaluable raachine) of a Chian staap

jdpe. Do you know of othor
I
I

igs that should bo standard,

loy aro a nuisance to work

•with us, as I remember from having

I, not only "Belgian Hares" ordered

^^Jiabers laying a no-w -naterline to

wmM^^
ought by a Chian who is now in

^^^^os. Ares I think.

^ ^^ector "vY. was here for a few

then arrived on Sept,6. Sally

came, but 3. is in Nawos. The

i't ^8 very dirtv, and we

without their wives. Not .

A/ than I woul dj Sally said

:' languishing He s peria. It seams

•' 't die: October 1, when they are

- 'dn. This has stimulated ma to ti*v

le Middle Stoa Dated. Vfhat a hope I

especially as I find that Andreas is now to have the rest of his well-deserved

holiday, beginning Monday.

It would ,be good to hear from you.

Yours,
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Amsrioan School of Classical Studies
54 S-wadifiS Street, Athens 106 76, Greece

September 9, 1988

oz

Dear Mac,

I enclose a photocopy (by Maffcie's invaluable machine) of a Chian stamp

impressed on an object found on Chios, - a waterpipo. Do you Tcnow of other

stamped naterpipes? But why not. These are things that should be standard,

like tiles and bricks, and amphoras, otherwise they are a nuisance to work

with. Metal waterpipes have specific dimensions with us, as I remember from having

bought supplies one winter for a California ranch, not only "Balgian Hares" ordered
J

by the cook, but also the parts wantwd by the plumbers laying a new waterline to

the house.

The Chian stagiped watorpipe fragment was brought by a Chian who is now in
H

< \ the Second Hphoreia at Athens, a Mr. Tsaravopoulos, Ares I think,
J 1

_ J I hope you had a bit of time out at the Island. Hgctor W. was here for a few

r ^ 5 days recently in your apartment. The Immerwahrs then arrived on Sept,6. Sally
^ had asked for Birene to clean the flat before they came, but 3. is in Naxos, The

i 'Georgia, was able to oblige. She said it was very dirty, and we

Y
•i J nodded our heads over what can be expected of KYPIOI without their wives. Not .

' that I imagine Caroline W. would do any more scrubbing than I woul'dj Sally said
-s" "-i • ^ nk Georgia had done a wonderful job.

i Sally is pushing on an article to feed the languishing Hesperia. it seems

there is a deadline on deciding whether to let it die: October 1, when they are,

having a meeting and making the decision. This has stimulated me to try

to pull together my corrigenda and addenda on the Middle Stoa Dated. Vlhat a hope!

especially as I find that Andreas is now to have the rest of his well-deserved

holiday, beginning Monday,

It would ,be good to hear from you. / !>. TX

''"l-V-dUjf. -A
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Dear Miss Grace,

A checker-like disk, stamped and pierced with
two holes has recently been found at Gordion in one
of the Hellenistic levels. It has not yet been cata
logued, and so is for the moment numberless. Two
dreadful rubbings are enclosed, and a poor sketch
below v;hlch attempts to give a better idea. The stamp
looks like a Rhodian rose v/ith a double sundae on top.
(tendrils around the lovv'er petals of the rose. To the
lower left, a retrograde epsilon plus a sidev/ays v ?? -
perhaps EK combined? The reverse of the thing is very
rough, but the obverse and sides are smooth. The fa
bric is dark reddish ( and doesn't look Rhodian, said
Dr. Young).

Do you know the stamp, and could you tell us what
the vifretched thing was used for? A stopple-bottei^, we
thought, but holes (for a string handle?) would led
liquid out. It seems smallish for an aniphora.

All well here, but Joe Bey is very much missed.
It isn't the same without him, and v/ill continue not
to be. Mahmut Akok, whom you must know, comes down
on weekends to be the ai-chitect. - a nice man, with
lots of elegant old fashioned mannerisms & fancy Ara
bic v/ords.

We are off on a
trip to the flesh pots
of Antalya and the wilds
of Lycia tomorrov/ during
the Kurban Bayram. Dr
Young and Ellen have seen
it all before, but are
being very decent to the
cocuks and re-doing it all,

Hope you are v>rell and flourishing in Athens
Young and Ellen send warm v/ishes .

Yours Sincerely,

(jXOi'iUA.

Gordion Kazilari, P.K. 14, Polatli, Turkey
May 1, 1963

I / . ^ 1 ^

co^m.

DtnHsrsK op Hotes

Dr.
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Your letter ia dated Ma|r 1,

^ but oanoelled at Polatli " ll/«!
w

o
m
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^ May 18, 1963
©

4=

Dear Greenie ,

tj

g Thanks very muoh for dending me news of your fascinating stamped object,
©

I am afraid I have not seen anything much like it. The size does not seem
•©

©

^ for a lagynoB, Cjuld it be some kind of a weight? There are disk loomweights
as small as this I believe, and the two holes would be consistent with that,

£
Jg As you know lots of loomweights have stamps. The stamp seems rather ofiicial

" doesn't it* so I'd like to think the disk was for measuring precise weights

g of say medicines, for sale or for prescriptiond ?? though than the rough back

^ is puzzling; it would seem hard to be sure the surface was sufficiently original
a terracotta

>»
cvj »-<

v.- ©

<w«

right for a stopper, as you say - anyhow too small for an amphora and too big

to make the endorsed weight reliable. 1 think there were to weights in classical

times, to correspond with the glass ones of the 8th cent. AD, though I oan't seem

o"i ^ moment. Your disk might be an official tags for a sealed

g container if the cord thaty ran through the holes - but no, I guess that would not
g

S ^ work, you would have to have another seal m the wax or lead. Little Ttiadioina bottles
4> 1 impressed

with stamps on them do exist as I am sure you know; one from Mr. ^^enachi's colleoti<m

tias a rose in the stamp, along with the name MOSXISH. x have been associating them

S ^ with the doctors in Kos« Vvhat seems to be the same monogram as you have appears ms
© M

secondary stamp on a number of Rhodian amphorae of around 200 B.C. I enclose a photo
5 . (120.37)
^ f of one of these stamps. The amphora and its regular stamps have been published
M) •

in the Goldman Festsolnrlft, see pl.XI, 9-11, documentation p.108. I had read the
^ -S
£ (S monogram as ocmibined pi and upsilcm. The same monogram occurs elsewhere.
i g
M-c Nice to have news of Oordicai. Very sad that Joe Bey does not feel like going

any more. Vy greetings to Bllen, Dr. Young, and otgters I may know. Hope you had a

nice bollAay exoursioa.
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DEPARTMENTS OF LATIN AND GREEK

DEAN PUTNAM LOCKWOOD

L. ARNOLD POST

HOWARD COMFORT

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

HAVERFORD, PA.

6.0/

January 8, 1S38,

Dear Virginia,

Thanks for your letter, which treated my remarks of
the other day with far more Christian forhearance than they
deserve. But to answer your question specifically, a good

^ deal of the resuf^ion of ligatures is pretty pure divination.
At least that is what I sometimes think when I see Oxe's
achievements. How ha knows what the full reading is. Lord
only knows. Of course sometimes the abbreviations are full
enough to make it quite easy to guess, but when he crashed
out with-an expansion of AMVR as A. M(annei) Ur(bani) I incline
to wonder where he gets it. At the same time, there is a great
trot to the whole subject in the Corpus, especially Vols. XI
and XV, but the other volumes are also useful. Names foQnd in
abbreviation are also sometimes found in full, and then it is
comparatively easy. Sometimes, however, confusions may easily
arise. For instance in the Minturnae stuff, I expanded Cn. Atei
A, as Cn. Atei A(rretinus) because there were two or three other
signatures found at Minturnae (but not in IVell No. 1) reading
Cn. Atei Ar(retini). However, there is also a name Cn. Atei

'Ara(andi) (again, I don't know where Oxe gets Amandi as the
correct expansion; it seems to me that Amatus or Amaryllis or
Amphftryo or A'mal Cracker or anything else you choose would dO
about as well, but let that pass) and for simplification I
chose to keep Amandus quiet in my presentation, but actiially
there is the possibility that any stamp where the cognomen is

+v • might be expa.nded as belonging to either01 this pair. So it isn't as easy asit looks. Or again, L.R.p.
is universally interpreted as Lucius Rasinius Pisanus, I think
but Oxe has either discovered or imagined (I forget which) a '
L, Rasticanius Prepons, which I find to be a convenient "out"
tor L.R.P. stamps found in contexts that I don't like to think
could contain one of Pisanus. Or again, Jo Johnson copied off
a couple ofstamps P. HEX. I sent them to Oxe, who suggested
reading P. HerCtqri) on the assumption that Jo raiscopied the

1 This may be probable enough but it's a shot inthe dark after all. One rule to follow with these things is that
there are no new and unrecorded stamps, and that anything you
find must conform to something already recorded. This sometimes
involves some pretty active mential gymnastics, and of course
it isn t always true anyway, but it's a good fly—wheel and makpn
for conservatism and siund readings. Of !«rse LmeUmerreaS-
ings in the Corpus can be corrected from what you have in hand
but more usually it works the other way. '

I have been spared amphora handles, and I don't reallv
know much about the completeness of their publication but I
suopose that they have been treated with at least as much con
sideration as sigillata stamps, and that the Corpus serves as
an efficient pons asinorum for handling them thevsame as it
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does for sigillata.

Then of course there are sometimes other indications
as well. For instance, the other day I decided that a stamp
should he expanded one way instead of another because it, like
all the complete examples of the expansion I chose, was in
planta pedis, while ail available examples of the expansion I
rejected were in rectangles. If anyone turns up one of the
latter in planta pedis, a good deal of the ground is knocked
out from my identification. Similarly, I had made another iden
tification if a stamp found in the Near East on the ground
that one of the possibilities seems to have a pretty well at
tested distribution out that direction while the other possible
potter apparently never sent anything out East. All someone
has to do is find a signature of the latter lad east of Brindisi
and I shall have to back water. It's things like that which
make the life of a sigillatophile (lovely word, contributed
in correspondence by a Frenchman) interesting.

More power to your researches. If you turn up anything
of interest to me, let me know, and I'll do ditto. Which re
minds me, do you know or know of Mr. Louie C. West? He also
has a'soft spot in his heart for amphora handles, mostly Roman.
He is a very good egg, and I recommend his acquaintance.

Sincerely,

A'

•
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